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Stochastic Inversion of Linear First Kind 
Integral Equations 
I. Continuous Theory and the Stochastic 
Generalized Inverse* 
P. M. PIWKTER AND C. R. VO(;EI. 
In this paper we consider the solution of the Fredholm first kind integral 
equation 
(1.1) 
where J.(S) is contaminated by noise and where a priori data consisting of 
ensembles of measurements of ~(1) and J(S). also noise contaminated, are 
available. It is well known that (I.1 ) is ill posed. Extant methods to over- 
come the ill posed nature of (I. I ) include filtered singular-value decom- 
positions, regularization with a smoothing operator, and statistical inver- 
sion methods given ensembles of data measurements of .Y and ~3. Pioneering 
work on such statistical procedures was introduced in papers of Foster [5] 
and of Strand and Westwatcr [IO]. These procedures, which are tan- 
tamount to best linear estimation of one stochastic process in terms of 
another, are now routinely used in a number of important applied settings, 
particularly at remote sensing facilities. 
Statistical treatment of equations such as (I.1 ) led Franklin [6] to con- 
sider well-posed stochastic extensions of ill-posed problems in a general 
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Hilbert space setting. Franklin applied his theory to the semi discrete 
stochastic integral equation 
(1.2) 
where 9, represents discrete error. This paper both expands upon and 
extends Franklin’s theory. Starting with the continuous analog of (1.2). we 
consider the continuous stochastic integral equation 
,. h 
z,(s) = ( K(s, I) x(r) dt + m(s), .F E [c. d], 
- t, 
(1.3) 
where -u(f) is a stochastic process which represents the data ensemble of 
solutions to (1.1). E(S) represents “continuous white noise” which is 
independent of -r(r) and serves as a model for measurement error. The 
positive parameter ci represents the noise level. Equation (1.3) can be con- 
sidered as the limiting case of (1.2). Part I of this paper explores the 
mathematical theory of statistical inversion applied to (1.3), while Part II 
[ II] will extend this theory to the discrete problem (1.2) and establish 
convergence results between the solutions to (1.3) and (1.2). The later 
results will include rates of convergence. 
Using a somewhat different approach from that of Franklin, we first 
address the mathematical and probabilistic structure of statistical inversion 
applied to (1.3). We prove that best linear estimation in this setting is 
equivalent to regularization in an appropriate reproducing kernel Hilbert 
space setting. In particular, we will show that the autocorrelation function 
for the stochastic process .v(f) plays the role of a reproducing kernel 
function, and the noise level CJ acts as the regularization parameter. 
Moreover. we will establish the existence of the stochastic generalized 
inverse of the operator K with respect to the process .Y. which arises as the 
noise level o goes to zero. This shows that the theory of best linear 
estimation carries over fully to the classical theory of generalized inverses. 
Early intimations of this mathematical infrastructure were suggested in the 
survey paper of Fleming and Smith [4]. This paper. in a sense, lends rigor 
to and expands considerably upon insight gained from this source. 
In the following discussion, L’[u. h] will denote the Hilbert space of 
Lebesgue square integrable functions on [u. h] with the usual inner 
product 
,*/a 
(./; h) = ( f(r) h(f)df 
- ‘I 
(2.1) 
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and norm 
111‘1 = (j; J’)“*. (2.2) 
and similarly for L*[c, d]. Let (Q, 3, P) be a probability space. A random 
variable is a measurable mapping from Q into R with Lebesgue measure. 
Let L*(Q) denote the Hilbert space of random variables which are square 
integrable with respect to probability measure, together with the inner 
product 
(U, V)Q = E(UV) =I,, U(0) L.(Q) @(CO). 
and the norm 
llulln = (u, u,jj’= [E(u2) 




A stochastic process is a parametrized family of random variables. We 
make the following assumptions concerning the stochastic process 
x(f)=x([, co). Let x,(w)= ~(1, (I,), TV [u, h], and x,,(t) =x(l, (II), ~~52. 
Then 
.Y, E L’(Q) for each t E [a. h], (2.5) 
x,,, E LZ[a, h] for each Q E Q, (2.6) 
s( I, w) E L”( [a, h] xn). (2.7) 
These conditions are by no means stringent. For instance, if the stochastic 
process .u(r, o) has right continuous sample functions -u,.,(t), then (2.6) 
clearly holds and (2.7) can be shown to be true [ 12, p. 223. The function 
I‘,,(r, 5) = E(.u,s,) = (x,, .Yr)r*. 1, f E [a, h], (2.8) 
is called the autocorrelation function for x and under assumptions (2.5)- 
(2.7) belongs to L2( [a, h] x [a, b]). 
LEMMA 2. I x( 1, CJ) induces u compact operutor X: L’(Q) + L*[u, h] 
given hi 
Xc(t)= J x(r, o) v(w) dP(w) = (x,, L.)<>, CE L’(Q), I E [a, h]. (2.9) 
Q 
Moreover, X has u compncr udjoint X*: L*[u, h] + L(Q) given by 
P/j 
x*l‘( 0) = ( x( 1, o).l‘(r) dr = (xc,,, l-1, WEQ,.l’E L2[a, h]. (2.10) 
- ‘I 
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In addition, 
(2.11) 
1iclfine.F the autocorrelation operator for the slochasric process x. 
Proof The compactness of X and X* follows from assumption (2.7). 
For each u~L*(fi) and each fE L*[a, b], by Fubini’s Theorem, (Xu,f) = 
1^: 512 46 0) 40) @to) f(r) df = fu 40) 5: x(t, 0) f(t) dt df’(w) = 
(0, X*f)n. Equation (2.11) follows immediately from (2.9) and (2. IO). 1 
Define the stochastic process J$S, w) on [c. d] x R by 
?.(s, co) = j” K(s, f) ?I( r, co) dt = K.u,,,(s), PER. SE [c, d]. (2.12) 
,I 
By arguments similar to those of Lemma 2.1, we have 
LEMMA 2.2. y(s, CO) induces a compact operator Y: L*(Q) + L*[c, d] 
given tg- 




und Y has the compact adjoin, Y*: L”[c, d] + L*(Q) given by, 
Y* = X*K*. (2.15) 
WC now construct an operator corresponding to the “continuous white 
noise process” E(S) introduced in ( 1.3). Let N(S, w), s E [c,. d], w E Q be a 
Wiener process [12] which satisfies 
E(w,)=O, s E [c, d], (2.16) 
and 
E(w,w-) = (k~,, IV,), = min(s, 6), s, CI E [c, d]. 
Consequently, 
IIH’,-w,II;= Is--l, s, d E Cc, 4, 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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and 
( W’* - w.,, 9 ws4 - u’,, In = 0 
Given a simple function 
whenever (s,, s2) n (sj, sq) = 0. (2.19) 
,?, 
g(.s)= c “,/I\, ,,\,I (.s) ,= I (2.20) 
where L’ = .so <.s, < . . <s,,, = d and I,,: ,.,!, is the indicator function for the 
interval [s, , , s,], define 
cs*g(w)= c c,[w(.s,, w) - w(.s, ,. w)], (I) E R. (2.21 ) 
From (2.18) and (2.19). IlL‘*~II3=~;-, c~(.F,-.s,. ,)= IIKI’. Since simple 
functions of the form given in (2.20) are dense in L*[c, t/l. 8* can be 
extended continuously to all of L’[c, d] with 
IpR*,yI I) = lg,i for each go L’[c, d]. (2.22) 
WC shall denote the operator cf*: L*[c. d] -+ f,“(Q) as the continuous 
white noise operator. 
Remurk 2.3. The random variable L’*g is called the stochastic integral 
or Ito integral of the function KE I.‘[(,. d] and is often denoted jfg(.s) 
d\\*(s). For an alternate development of the stochastic integral, see [2]. 
Remurk 2.4. There is no function I:(.\., (1))~ L’[c. tl] x Q for which 
6’*~(to) = ~:‘E(s, (11) x(s) (1.~. since otherwise (5’* would be a compact 
operator and (2.22) could not hold. 
Since 6* is a bounded linear operator from one Hilbert space into 
another, it has an adjoint (R * )* = A’. Also, by (2.22) R * has closed range. 
Thus L’(R) has the orthogonal decomposition 
L’(R) = N(A) + R(A*), (2.23) 
where R(A*)=N(A). = (~r~L(SL):(u,c),,=Ofor all CGA’(A)). 
(2.24) 
RR* = I= the i&ntit.v on L’[c, d]. (2.25) 
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Proof. To show (2.25), let g and h be simple functions of the form of 
(2.20). Assume without loss of generality that g= C;“=, c/I,,, ,.,,, and 
h=Ig, v,,,. ,.F,]’ Then by (2.18) and (2.19), (&*g, &*h)Q=~;‘-, 
~,h,(s, - s, _ ,) = (g, h) = (g, &&*/I). Equation (2.25) now follows from the 
denseness of these simple functions in L’[c, d]. 
To verify (2.24), let I: = XT= , h, [M.(s,, W) - W(S, , , o)] E R(G* ) and 
K=Iy , c,Ir,, ,,,,, E L’[c. (11. Then (B*g, c){> = xy-, x; , c,~~(M.\., - IV,, ,, 
IV,; - M’,, ,)n = c,“‘- , c,h,(.s, - s, , ). But since (w,, L:)n=xy , 
h,O1*., . M’,, - )I’,( ,)n=~~~,h,[min(.s,.s,)-min(.s,.s, ,)], (d/ds)(~,,c),=h, 
whenever s E (s,. , , .s,). Thus (A*g, L’)(> = (g, (djds)(~,, c)~). From the den- 
scness of functions of the form of z* and g in R(6’*) and I,‘[(.. d], respec- 
tively, 
> 
, g~L’[c,d], L.ER(~*). (2.26) 
Now suppose I:E N(k) = R(J*)‘. Then 0= (&‘*I,,,,,, I!)~~ = (n.,, - II’, , c)~) 
for each SE [c, d], and hence, (ii.,,, c){, = (w, , c){>, a constant, for each 
s E [c, d]. Thus (d,‘ds)( IV,, L’),, = 0, and 
! , 
gE L2[c. (I], CE N(R). (2.27) 
Equation (2.25) now follows from (2.23 ), (2.26), and (2.27). 1 
The measurement process zn in expression (1.3) induces the stochastic 
operator 
Zx = Y* + a($ * = .Y*K* + ad’*. (2.28) 
Proof: From Lemma 2.2, Y* is compact. Also, from (2.22) 6 *is 1 I 
and has closed range. The proof is a minor modification of that given in [3. 
p. 5773. 1 
Subsequent theory requires two additional assumptions concerning the 
operators X and (5” corresponding to the supposition that the solution .V 
and the error c arc uncorrclated: 
XR*=RX*=o, 
A*.r =o I for each r E [a, h]. 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
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3. THE CONTINUWS STOCHASTIC INVEKSE 
Since Z,*: L’[c, d] -+ L’(Q) has closed range and X,E L*(Q) for each 
t E [a, h], we may consider the minimization problem 
Any ht., satisfying (3. I ) will also satisfy the normal equation 
Z,Z,*h,.” = Zn.Y,. 
But by (2.14) (2.25), and (2.28)-(2.30). h,., satisfies 
(KXX*K* + a’/) h,,, = KX.r,, 
which can be rewritten as the second kind integral equation 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
d */I *h 
c [J J k(.s, 5) 1‘,JT, <)k(s, r ) d< dr h,,,(J) d.1 +a2h,,,(.s) -< “U 1 
= [“k(r. .J) r,,.(T, 1) ds, .SE [c. d], (E [a, h]. (3.4) 
* 0 
Since KXX*K* is compact and nonnegative definite and (T’>O, 
KXX*K* + a21 is 1 1 with bounded inverse and 
h,,, = (KXX*K* + a’l) ’ KX.U,. (3.5) 
The function h,,,(s) induces an operator B, defmed by 
*I/ 




LEMMA 3.1. B,: L*[c, d] 4 L2[u, h] und is gicrn hi, 
B, = XX*K*( KXX*K* + a’l) ‘. 
ProqJ: 
Bog(r)= (gt h,.,) 
= (g, (KXX* K* + a21).. ’ KXx,) 
= (X*K*( KXX*K* + a21) ’ g, x,)~) 
= XX*K*( KXX*K* + a2Z) ’ g(t), f E cut hl, 
the last equality following from (2.9). 1 
(3.7) 
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We shall denote B, as the stochastic inverse of K. Observe that B, 
depends not only on the operator K, but alo on the error level c and the 
stochastic process .Y = .Y( f, 0). 
Remurk 3.2. Given assumptions (2.29) and (2.30), the operator B, 
defined in (3.7) coincides with that derived by Franklin [6]. In the 
notation of Section 2, Franklin’s approach was to choose the operator 
B: L’[c, d] + L’[u, h] which minimizes 11(X* - Z,*B*)flin for each 
fE L2[a, h]. 
Now let x, be the stochastic process delincd by 
.u,(r. 0) = Z,*h,,,(~)), IE [u. h]. (OER. (3.8) 
It follows that x, is the best linear estimate of the process x based on the 
measurement process zn. A stochastic process .Y is said to be mean square 
continuous at f E [u, h] if 11x, - .riJn -+ 0 as It - 51 + 0. The mean square 
continuity of I induces that of x,. In particular. 
THEOREM 3.3. Jf ,v is mean square continuous at t, then so is .Y,. 
Proqf Let .u,,,(w)=.~,(t, w) for each t E [u, h]. Then from (3.8) and 
(3.5), 
II-T,.” - .y 7.“!lD = IIZ,*(h,., - h,,,)l R 
d IlZ,*II II(KXX*K* +a’l) ‘II I Kxll II-T,-.v:Ij<>. I 
It is also of interest in applications that the stochastic inverse operator 
R, depends continuously upon both the solution process x(t, (1)) and the 
error level 0. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let B, and 8:. he distinct stochastic incerse operators 
bused on solution processes .Y = .u( t, w) and .? = .?( t, w) und nonzero error 
lecels (T und 7. respectiwl~*. Then letting R represent the operator induced hi* 
the stochastic process .C, IlB., - B,II -+ 0 us IIT- XII + 0 und I;’ - 61 + 0. 
Proof: Note that B, = XX*K*( KXX*K* + a21) ’ and B:. = TT*K* 
(K?R*K* + ;“I) ‘. Thus, 
IIB,-&116IIXX*K*[(KXX*K*+a’l) ‘-(KXX*K*+y*I) ‘]I 
+ I (XX*K* - H*K*)(Kxx*K* +f~) 1 I 
+ I ,W*K*[(KXX*K* +$I) I - (KH*K* +;*I) I]II. 
The theorem follows immediately from the fact that if S and T arc bounded 
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linear operators with bounded inverses and II T - SII is sufficiently small, 
then 
IIT ‘- ‘3 ‘I < IIS ‘l1711T-SII!‘(l - IIS ’ I IIT-SI:). 1 
4. REGULARIZATION 
In this section we briefly review some results from regularization which 
are cogent to the next section. Let H, and H, be Hilbert spaces and let 3’ 
and T be linear operators from H, to H, with D(N) = H, and D( 7‘) a sub- 
space of H, . Choosing x > 0 real and R E II?. let 
G(.1‘) = I X‘f- gll?, .J‘E H,. 
and 
I,= Ii.f:f- gII’+ ~ZllTf’ll, .t’~ D(T). 
To carry out regularization of the equation .X:1‘= g with the operator T, 
one replaces the problem 
,T), W) (4.1) 
with the constrained problem 
min G,(,I‘). (4.2) 
I t I)( I I 
Let P and I - P be the orthogonal projections of Hz onto R(N) and 
R(X)’ = N(X*), respectively. Let 3“’ be the generalized inverse of 3”‘: 
D(.m‘+)=R(I’)+R(.X‘)‘, x’g = 3 ‘Pg 
where .%-’ = 3” I N( .%“‘ ) ’ is the restriction of .A’ to .N(3“) ‘. The set 
.X“g + N(X) is the set of least squares solutions of (4.1) whie .X ‘l: is the 
least squares solution of minimum norm. The following well-known 
theorem characterizes the solvability of (4. I ). 
THEOREM 4. I. ./‘E H, .volw.~ (4. I ) iff’ g = g + q ~~herc i E R( 3”) und 
q E N(.K * ), in u,hich ~w.s~~ f .sutisJks the> normal equations .X’*.X’J’ = .X’*g. 
On the other hand, solvability of (4.2) is characterized by 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose 7‘ is dw~.se!,~ deJi:ncd on H, . 7’hc fimctionul G, has 
u minimum ut ,1; E D( T) $T,l; E D( T* T) and 
(X-*.X + 7’*T)j; =X*x. 
Moreover, .I; is unique (Jy N( 3’” ) n N( T) = [ 0 ). 
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A typical proof of Theorem 4.2 can be found in [7] where T is an nth- 
order differential operator free of boundary data. The added smoothness 
gained by 1; E D( T*T) was subsequently employed by the same authors 
[8] to establish superconvergcnce results for least squares finite element 
approximates to ./;. 
When H, = Hz and T= I, solving (4.2) is regularization with the identity. 
The singular value decomposition of .%” easily establishes 
THEOREM 4.3. Le( g E R(X) + :V(X’*) mtl let !,, = .X“g. That jar cuch 
rml x > 0. (4.2) is uniyuc~l?~ .solrcddc \tYth .solutiotz 1,. Morcwrw. 
Extensions of Theorem 4.3 have been obtained for a variety of classes of 
regularization operators T such as bounded operators or unbounded 
operators which have closed range. The latter includes the commonly 
employed regularization with a differential operator 7: Assuming 
(I) N(T)nN(‘Jv)= (o;, 
(2) R( T) is closed, and 
(3) them exists /I>0 such that 
II.X.r’l 3 p ,‘d .r E iV( T), 
and adopting a special operator-induced inner product structure, Locker 
and Prentcr [7] have proved the following theorem. 
THWREM 4.4. For cwh r > 0, Eq. (4.2) is miquc!). sol~uhlc~ with solution 
1; E D( T* T) .sutkjj~ing 
(.X*X + z2 T* T) j; = 3 *<q. 
(4.3 
(4.4 
The operator Xt is the generalized inverse of X with respect to the 
regularization operator 7’. From (4.3) and (4.4) 
.I;, = .x +R (4.5) 
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has the property that 
llfo G 111’11 (4.6 1 
for all /‘minimizing IIXI- g,l, R E R(3” I D(T)) + N(X*). A similar result 
was proved by Nashed [9] for bounded operators T and motivated [7]. 
Remurk 4.5. The regularization of Theorem 4.4 can be viewed as 
regularization with the identity, since (A * A + $1) ,1; = !iA #g where 
r’= l/(1 -x2), 3i=r’/ji, and AX is the adjoint of A = .X’ I D(T) in a rather 
complex inner product structure. 
In the next section, letting K = X‘, we show that stochastic inversion can 
be viewed both as regularization with an operator T and as regularization 
with the identity in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space. In this reproducing 
kernel Hilbert space structure, we shall prove results similar to (4.3) and 
(4.4) to develop the idea of the stochastic generalized inverse K: = K&.,, 
of the operator K with respect to the stochastic process X. 
5. REGULARIZATION AIMED THE STOCHASTIC GENERALIZED INVERSE 
To identify stochastic inversion as either regularization with the identity 
or regularization with an operator T, it is helpful to develop some added 
structure from the operators and spaces of Sections 2 and 3. Recalling that 
x: L’(Q) + L’[a. h], 
let 
A’+: R(X) + R(X)- + N(X)-’ 
be the generalized inverse of X. Letting 
H, = R(X), 
LEMMA 5.1. H, is a Hilhert spaw under the innrr producl und norm 
u; h), = (x’.L X+h),,, .f; h E H I’ (5.1) 
11.1‘11 x = (Ar‘,Y’= IP’+fllr~~ fe H. (5.2) 
Proof Clearly (5. I ) detines a symmetric bilinear form on H,. Let 
~EH,. Then .f=Xu for some ueN(X)‘, and (.I; .f), = 0 = Ilull; = 0 * 
u = 0 *f = 0. The completeness of H, follows from the fact that N(X) ’ is a 
closed subspace of L’(Q) and for each UE N(X)‘, I(Xull~ = Ilulln. 1 
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A Hilbert space H of functions defined on the interval [a, h] with an 
inner product (., . ) is a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (r.k.h.s.) [I ] if 
there exists a function r: [a, h] x [a. h] + R, called the reproducing kernel 
function having the following properties where T,(S) = r(r, r): 
r, E H for each r E [u, h], (5.3) 
I‘(r) = (r,, .f, for each TV [a, h] and each f~ H. (5.4) 
Moreover, H is a r.k.h.s. iff for each r E [a, h], the linear functional L, given 
by I,,(/) =1‘(t), f~ H, is bounded. 
THEOREM 5.2. H, is a r.k.h.s. with I-,.,, rhe kernel.for Ihe uulocorrelution 
.function XX*, us irs reproducing kernel .function. 
Proof: Let .f = Xu and I: = Xc lie in H, with u, c E L’(Q). Then for each 
1 E [a, hl, 
If(r)- g(r)l = lXu(r)- Xti(f)l 
= 1(x,. ld - c)J 
d II.Y,‘lP 1111 - c II> 
= Il~~,IlU Il.f - KII \. 
and hence, by assumption (2.5), H, is a r.k.h.s. To verify that I-,, is the 
reproducing kernel function for H,, first note that under assumption (2.5), 
for each t E [u, h], T,,(r, T) = XS,(~)E R(X) = If,. Second, let f‘~ H,. Then 
f= Xc for some CE Iv(X)’ G L’(Q), and for each t E [a. h], 
(f‘,,(f,‘),f), =(Xs,, xc),=(.Y,. c),=Xc(r)=f(t). 1 
LEMMA 5.3. Let R= Kl H,v: H, + L’[c. d] he the restriction of K to H,. 
Then 
t?* = XX*K*. (5.5) 
Proof: Let f E H, and KE L’[c, d]. Note that the identity operator on 
L2[a, h] can be written as 
I=(xx*)‘(xx*)+P 
where P denotes the orthogonal projection of L’[a, h] onto N(XX*). 
Thus, 
(KJ g) = (KX 8) = (.f; K*g) = (f; (XX*)+ XX*K*g) + t.1; PK*g). 
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NOW ~‘EH,~,~ER(X)=>~‘EN(X*)’ =M(XX*); 3c.L PK*g)=O. Since 
(XX*)‘= (A’*)’ x’ and (X*)‘= (A”)*, 
(K/(/; g)= (X’L X+(XX*K*g))=(j: XX*K*g), =(.I; R,*),. 1 
The following theorem shows that regularization with the error level c as 
the regularization parameter and A” as the rcgularization operator gives 
rise to the stochastic inverse operator B, derived in Section 3. 
THEOREM 5.4. The minimization problem 
(5.6) 
= XX*K*(KXX*K*+a’f)--‘g (5.7) 
= B,g. 
Proof: From Theorem 4.2. ,j, = (R*K + 0’1,) ’ R*g where I, is the 
identity on tf,. Equation (5.7) now follows from the fact that -- 
K*(KK* + ~“1) = (R*R+ a’!,) K* and from Lemma 5.3. 1 
The results (4.3) and (4.4) now extend easily to stochastic inversion. 
Specifically. 
THEOREM 5.5. If g E R(R) in Eq. (5.4), 111~ us thcl error l~wl (T + 0 
./, + 1;’ (5.8) 
IWO - KII =,$ IlKI‘- gii (5.9) 
und 
ll./~,lI , = inf !I 1‘11 
, ‘. s, 
(5.10) 
u-here S,= {,f‘~ H,: \Illf‘ - gI1 = inf,.,,> II&‘f- ~1’ ). 
Equation (5.8) defines the operator Cr = K&c.H : R(R) + R(R)’ + H, 
which we denote as the stochastic generalized inverse of the first kind 
integral operator K. In particular, 
~(KL,,.” )= R(R)+ R(R)‘. 
and (5.1 I) 
~&,I R = K+pK 
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where P is the orthogonal projection of L’[c, d] onto R(R). Moreover, 
from Theorem 5.5 
where 
.fh = Ki-w, R (5.12) 
ll.fbil , = min 1.1‘11 , ., c s, 
6. A MORE GENERAL ERROR OPERATOR 
In applications for which the discrete model equation (1.2) is 
appropriate, one often encounters errors q, which satisfy 
E(rl,) = 0, E(v,tl,) = d,d,,’ I <i, j<m, (6.1) 
where the d,‘s are not constant, but instead depend on j. The assumption 
that the error at(s) in expression (1.3) is a scalar multiple of continuous 
white noise can easily be modified so the resulting error operator satisfies a 
condition analogous to (6.1). Let U(S, w). c <.s < d, w E Q, be a stochastic 
process with orthogonal increments, i.e., 
EC(u,, - u,,)(u.q - u.,,)l = (u.5:. - u,,. 11t4 - us.,), = 0 
whenever (s, , s2) n (.y3, s4) = 0. Define F(s) = I U, - U, 11~~. Then for .s > ,j, 
and hence, F is nondecreasing. Suppose that F is absolutely continuous and 
dF,‘dsE L ‘ [c, d]. Since dF/ds 2 0, we can define a(s) = ,I-. Note 
that F(s) - F( .;) = j.‘, a( 0’ dt whenever c < .j <.s < d. As in Section 2, we 
construct an operator 8:: L’[c, d] + L’(n) by 
))I 
d,*g(w) = c c,[u(s,, w) - u(s, , . co)], (0 E Q (6.2) 
/- 1 
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and R* can be extended continuously to all of L’[c, d] with II&,* gllh = 
j:‘g(s)* a(.~)~ ds, gE L’[c, d]. 
Remark 6. I. If U(S, Q) is a Wiener process, then &‘,* = a&*, a scalar 
multiple of the continuous white noise operator introduced in Section 2. 
The following is a straightforward generalization of Theorem 2.5. 
THEOREM 6.2. The ruijoint opercrtor W, = (A’:)* is giwn /II}* 
(s”V(.S) =; (II,, c),, ,fi)r u.L’. .s E [c, d], L’ E L*(Q). (6.4) 
AnA;g(.s) = ( a(s)? g(s) ds, .s E [c, d]. g E L’[c. d]. (6.5 
*, 
Now define 
II =A R* r; c70- (6.6 
and suppose there exists a positive constant ;’ such that 
b(S) 2; 
for each s E [c, d]. Then 
LEMMA 6.3. RX is I 1 and has clowd runge. 
Proc$ This follows immediately from the fact that 
IIfi,*.d~22;‘IiRIl for each g:~ L’[c, d]. 1 
Next define Z,* = Y* + 8: = X*K* + A,*, and note that as a consequence 
of Lemma 6.3, .Zx has closed range. Assume that X8,* = 8,*X= 0 and 
B O.~, = 0. Then 
THEOREM 6.4. For each I E [a, h], 
h,, = (KXX*K* + D,) ’ KXs, 
is the unique element c~j’ L’[c, d] satisjjing 
II-Y, - Z,*JJ,,ll, = hc j.yf,dl IIX, - Z,*N,. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
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Moreover, h,, induces an operaror B, : L’[ c, d] + L’[a, h] given bjl 
B, = XX*K*( KXX*K* + D,) - ‘. (6.9) 
This operator B, also arises in a regularization problem. Define 
(g. h)n, = (D, ‘g. iI)= 
,-rl 1 
) --$-q g(s) h(s) ds, g, h E L?[c, d] 
-<. 1 
and 
Igiln,=(IF.K)~Z=(D,‘g,g), g E L2[c, d]. 
Note that square integrable functions on [c, d] from a Hilbert space under 
the inner product (., ),), and the norm 11. I ,,,. 
THEOREM 6.5. For each g E L’[c, d], the minimization problem 
IIr(li-~~lh,+ ll./,~li=,i”,f IKf-d5,,+ ll.r‘:lt (6.10) 
l I  
IINS the unique solution .f, = B, g. 
Proof: Note that if,fE H, and K E L’[c, d], 
(47; RI,>, = (K/i D, ‘R) = t.1; K*D, ‘g) = (.f; XX*K*D; ‘g),. 
Then if.1, satisfies (6.10) it must satisfy 
,1, = XX*K*D, ‘(KXX*K*D,’ + I) ’ g 
= XX*K*( KXX*K* + D,) ’ g = B, g. 1 




‘lgll;=(D ‘R, K)=~‘IIKII;>,. 
Then for each f‘~ H, , 
IIW- gll;,+ Il.fllf = II&-- ~11;+~211filt. 
(6.11 ) 
(6.12) 
The following is a generalization of Theorem 5.5. 
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THEOREM 6.6. LA g E R( K( H, ). Then as 5 = 1 a(s)11 .,. + 0, 
Proof. First, II ‘11, the usual norm on L’[c, d], and the norm I’ . II ,) 
defined in (6.10) are equivalent norms on L’[c, d], since ~<a(.~)65 
implies (l/C*) Ilgll’d liglI~,G (lpi* ) II gII ‘, which implies llgll’ d 5’ l,gll X, = 
I:gIlf,<(6/;‘)*IlgIl* for each gEL’[c,d]. 
Next, let H, = H, and let H, denote f.*[c, d] endowed with the 11.1) , - 
topology. Letting X denote KI H, : H, + Hz and applying Theorem 4.3 to 
Eq. (6.11), .f, + .X+g = A’” - ‘Pg. where .$ = .K I N(X) ’ and P denotes the 
orthogonal projection of H, onto R(X). The fact that X’+ = K&.,,,.,, 
follows immediately from the equivalence of the 11. I and 11. II 1) norms on 
L2Cc, 0 I 
Remurk 6.7. Note that llD,II <CT’, so that (T -+O implies that I,D,ll +O. 
The condition that ~]D,~~ + 0 does not guarantee .fO + K&,., g, since this 
does not guarantee the existence of D, ‘. 
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